Abstract Although accurate details in RNA structure are of great importance for understanding RNA function, the backbone conformation is difficult to determine, and most existing RNA structures show serious steric clashes (≥0.4 Å overlap) when hydrogen atoms are taken into account. We have developed a program called RNABC (RNA Backbone Correction) that performs local perturbations to search for alternative conformations that avoid those steric clashes or other local geometry problems. Its input is an all-atom coordinate file for an RNA crystal structure (usually from the MolProbity web service), with problem areas specified. RNABC rebuilds a suite (the unit from sugar to sugar) by anchoring the phosphorus and base positions, which are clearest in crystallographic electron density, and reconstructing the other atoms using forward kinematics. Geometric parameters are constrained within user-specified tolerance of canonical or original values, and torsion angles are constrained to ranges defined through empirical database analyses. Several optimizations reduce the time required to search the many possible conformations. The output results are clustered and presented to the user, who can choose whether to accept one of the alternative conformations.
Introduction
RNA plays many important roles in organisms, with new ones being discovered constantly [46, 53, 58] . RNA stores and transmits genetic information [14, 35, 60] , provides and regulates molecular-binding interactions [23, 37, 39] , maintains chromosome length [11] , controls metabolic processes [57, 65] , and catalyzes chemical reactions [26, 34, 48] . RNA plays a central role in all aspects of gene expression and its control [12] , such as performing and regulating RNA interference [62] , co-suppression and silencing [39] , and especially splicing and alternative splicing of exons [43, 47, 59] .
The biological function of an RNA molecule depends on the local details of its 3D structure. Those details can be determined at varying resolutions by X-ray crystallography [13, 25, 69] , NMR [31, 49] and electron microscopy [20] . Although RNA crystallography has seen revolutionary progress recently [4, 5, 38, 55, 63, 64] , determining RNA structure remains a difficult task.
Large RNA or RNP (ribonucleoprotein) structures are typically determined at resolutions of 2.5 Å or worse; at that level of detail the phosphates and bases can be seen clearly and accurately positioned (see Fig. 1a ), but the remaining backbone atoms and the sugar puckers are underdetermined, with too many variable parameters per observable feature. All-atom-contact analysis [15, 67] of deposited RNA structures commonly shows steric clashes between backbone and base atoms or among backbone atoms, as illustrated in Fig. 1b . Thus, there is a need for new methodology for backbone fitting.
The reason for these problems with determining RNA backbone conformation can be appreciated by comparing the full atomic detail seen in an electron density map at 1.04 Å resolution ( Fig. 2a) with the same piece of structure in a map at 2.4 Å resolution (Fig. 2b) . In the latter, the P (phosphorus) atom of the PO 4 (phosphate) group is still well located by a strong peak (in purple) but the surrounding O atoms cannot be seen individually; the base planes are still clear but sugar pucker cannot be observed directly; and between sugar and phosphate the density necks down evenly with no indication of the zigzag that determines the backbone dihedral angles.
(a) all-atom-contact dots within bases (b) all-atom-contact dots within backbone and between backbone and bases Fig. 1 Selected all-atom-contacts in tr0002/1EVV (yeast phenylalanine tRNA [25] at 2.0 Å resolution (residues 28-32 and 40-44) . The green and blue all-atom-contact dots in a show almost perfect van der Waals and H-bond contacts between the stacked and paired bases, while the red spikes in b show large steric clashes that indicate a locally misfit backbone (a) ur0035/1Q9A at 1.04Å resolution [13] (b) rr0033/1JJ2 at 2.4Å resolution [28] Fig. 2 Contoured electron density maps and atomic models for the same piece of ribosomal RNA structure (part of the "sarcin loop") solved at quite different resolutions Base pairing and stacking are the dominant features determining RNA structure and energetics. However, the 3D structure of the RNA backbone is at least equally important in functional interactions such as drug binding [22] , protein/RNA interactions [27] , aptamer binding [23] , and ribozyme catalysis [16] , which often occurs at sites with unusual backbone conformations [2, 19, 21] that require careful and accurate analysis. The partner molecules in all these systems interact with the full all-angle, all-atom detail of the RNA, and our structural biology should aim to accurately determine that same level of detail.
The currently available tools for fitting, refining, rebuilding, and validating crystal structures for proteins are significantly more rich and mature than those for RNA. For proteins, initial model building ("chain tracing") can be done automatically by ARP/wARP [51] or Resolve [61] , but for RNA, such tools do not yet exist. Almost all large RNA and RNP structures are refined in CNS [9] , which has provided parameter sets and other support for nucleic acids. CNS optimizes agreement of model to data by minimization or simulated annealing protocols, using a simple atomic force field weighted relative to an experimental data term. Energy parameters, weightings, and procedural strategies are not yet fully optimized for RNA: for example, sugar puckers are restrained to the default C3 -endo configuration unless explicitly set by the user, and there are not yet good diagnostics to help make that decision. Model rebuilding between rounds of refinement is traditionally performed by visually comparing the model to the electron density map and manually adjusting it, in software such as O [24] , XFit [41] , or Coot [18] . This process is especially time-consuming and error-prone for RNA.
Some model evaluation measures work equally well for nucleic acids as for proteins, such as the crystallographic residuals R and R free [8] , difference density (F obs − F calc ), and all-atom steric clashes [15, 67] . Other tools that are effective on protein do not yet have equivalently versions for RNA rebuilding, including 2D Ramachandran plots that compactly assess all available protein backbone dihedral angles [36, 42] . Protein backbones have the advantage of only two major degrees of freedom per residue (φ and ψ), while RNA backbones have at least six degrees of freedom per nucleotide (depending on how sugar pucker is represented), meaning that the equivalent plot for RNA would be 6D or 7D. Simplifications using 2D projections of pairs of adjacent dihedral angle values [45, 54] have not led to practical tools. Simplification by defining virtual dihedral angles at two atoms per residue [17] is very valuable for locating structural motifs, largely because it is designed to be insensitive to errors. For that same reason, however, it is not useful for building or correcting the all-atom models needed for refining crystallographic or NMR experimental structures. Recent work has identified clusters of preferred RNA backbone conformations [33, 44, 56] , but these cannot be represented as a simple 2D plot and have not yet been incorporated into rebuilding tools. Most steric clashes in refined protein structures are caused by incorrect positions of sidechain atoms, while most steric clashes in refined RNA structures are caused by incorrect positions of backbone atoms. Amino acid sidechains, which have only one end fixed, are easier to adjust than nucleic acid backbone fragments, which have both ends fixed.
For proteins, recent progress has been made in decision algorithms that can largely replace manual rebuilding in an automated refinement pipeline [1] . Our work responds to the challenge of developing such an automated rebuilding functionality for RNA backbone structures, where the multi-dimensional fitting problem makes it especially needed. RNABC (RNA Backbone Correction) produces new alternative conformations with equal or better geometry and fewer steric clashes. It applies the robotics technique of forward kinematics [40] Anchors mark atoms with fixed positions; green arrows mark the conformational degrees of freedom that are explored directly: dihedrals α, β, and ζ , PO 4 orientation around the anchored P, and two of the three bond angles around C2 , C3 , and C4 . Hydrogens are not shown but are used extensively in RNABC to recalculate backbone conformation across a dinucleotide, subject to anchored positions of the best-known features: phosphates and base planes. (Forward kinematics is the problem of determining the conformation of a robot or molecule given its parameters, which is considerably easier than the inverse kinematics problem of determining the parameters given the conformation. Forward kinematics makes it easier to sample the entire conformation space.) The user can specify most parameters and procedures, or use default values. RNABC finds and clusters all possible conformations within the specified constraints and outputs those with the best geometry and clash scores. Future work (see Sect. 5) will develop further scoring functions to prioritize the output conformations. RNABC executables for multiple platforms, plus source code, can be downloaded from http://kinemage.biochem.duke.edu/.
After describing the details of the RNABC program, we show results from two extensive tests done on sets of existing RNA structures at widely varying resolutions. One tests typical performance, reproducibility, and success at removing clashes in a set of locally similar S-motif structures. The second tests ability to improve the worst local conformations in a set of completely unrelated RNA structures.
Method
We aim to remove steric clashes within an individual suite (from sugar to sugar, as illustrated in Fig. 3 ) by considering the possible configurations of the dinucleotide that contains the suite (also in Fig. 3 ).
There are many parameters needed to specify the conformation of a dinucleotide, so we begin our description by making clear which are obtained from the input, which are specified by the user or from standard values, which are constrained, and which are free to be determined by the program. It is important to realize that parameters cannot be set arbitrarily because of constraints that sugars are closed loops, that backbone remains connected, and that certain atom positions (particularly phosphorus and base planes) are usually defined by clear electron density. We conceptually break the bonds of the sugars, so that what remain are three backbone segments, the main segment inside the suite and two supplementary segments outside. Our method samples the configurations of these segments and considers how they can be joined-it emphasizes early filtering to reduce the number of tested conformations.
Description of the method
We read PDB-format [7] files using CCP4 utilities [32] to parse the coordinates of the RNA backbone. The input file is assumed to include hydrogen atoms, which can be added and optimized conveniently using Reduce [68] via the structure validation service provided by the MolProbity web site [15] . MolProbity can also help the user decide which backbone suites need attention by flagging serious clashes between atoms [67] and suspicious sugar puckers. We hold fixed the positions of the bases (defined by the C1 -N1/9 bond) and the phosphorus atoms, since these are the features of RNA structure seen most clearly in X-ray crystallography, and reconstruct the positions of all other backbone atoms in the dinucleotide. With a few exceptions noted below, we also hold the bond lengths and angles fixed to the canonical values used by CNS [50] . Alternatively, the user can specify the target bond lengths and angles directly (e.g., from parameter files of a different refinement program), or from the input values, or from the average of the input and canonical values. The user can specify sugar puckers explicitly, keep them from the original coordinates, or let the software determine them by geometric rules based on the perpendicular distance from 3 phosphorus to base plane or to the C1 -N1/9 vector. The user can even move the position of a phosphorus or base to a specified new location (e.g., to a local peak in the density); this has been used successfully in other work not presented here.
It is common to describe an RNA backbone conformation by the dihedral angles α−ζ illustrated in Fig. 3 . Because of our decomposition into segments, we make a different choice of dihedral and bond angles which is mathematically equivalent but is easier to filter for disallowed atom positions. Our method samples all dihedrals α, β, and ζ , phosphate orientations, and two of the three bond angles at C2 , C3 , and C4 atoms of the sugars. It then determines three bond lengths (C4 -C3 , O4 -C1 , C2 -C1 ) and five bond angles (C5 -C4 -C3 , C4 -C3 -O3 , C4 -O4 -C1 , O4 -C1 -C2 , and C1 -C2 -C3 ) so as to satisfy geometry and closure constraints, thus positioning all of the atoms. Note that every atom type (e.g., C4 ) and every bond length, angle, and dihedral, occurs at least twice within a target dinucleotide. Conditions defined below presume that distances or angles are between nearest atoms of the given type (i.e., within a residue, or within a segment) and hold for all instances, unless otherwise specified.
We use three types of criteria for evaluating the positions of RNA backbone atoms.
1. NOCLASH: Selected atoms should not have steric clashes with the atoms in the suite or the atoms out of the dinucleotide. NOCLASH has two categories:
NOCLASH_M: Atoms O5 , C5 , C4 , C3 , O3 , O1P, O2P, 1H5 , and 2H5 in the main segment should have no steric clashes with the atoms in the suite or out of the dinucleotide.
NOCLASH_S: Atoms O4 , C2 , O2 , H1 , 1H2 , H3 , and H4 in the two sugars should have no steric clashes with the atoms in the suite or out of the dinucleotide.
Atoms within the dinucleotide but out of the suite being adjusted are allowed to clash because local flexibility is not enough to avoid clashes between these and atoms in the suite; clashes related to these atoms may be corrected by running RNABC on adjacent suites.
PUCKERTYPE:
The two sugar puckers satisfy designated sugar pucker types. For C3 -endo sugar pucker, the perpendicular distance from C3 to plane C4 -O4 -C1 should be longer than the perpendicular distance from C2 to plane C4 -O4 -C1 by a threshold value (default = 0.2 Å), and the perpendicular distance from C2 to plane C4 -O4 -C1 should be shorter than a threshold value (default = 0.4 Å). Among all the satisfied sugar puckers generated by one sextuple (C5 , C4 , C3 , O3 , C1 , N1/9), the best sugar pucker, e.g., C3 -endo, is chosen so that C3 is the farthest from the plane C4 -O4 -C1 . The δ dihedral is also kept within a range compatible with C3 -endo pucker, but quite permissive (51 • -110 • ). The C2 -endo sugar pucker has similar criteria.
INRANGE:
Distances of atom pairs, angles of certain atom triples and dihedrals of certain atom quadruples that are not pre-specified should be in certain ranges. INRANGE has three categories:
INRANGE_BB: Backbone atoms O5 , C5 , C4 , C3 and O3 in the main and supplementary segments satisfy: the two-bond to four-bond distances of O5 -C1 , C4 -C1 , C5 -C1 , C4 -N1/9, C3 -C1 , O3 -C1 and C3 -N1/9 and the multi-bond virtual angles of C5 -C4 -C1 , C4 -C1 -N1/9, O3 -C3 -C1 and C3 -C1 -N1/9 should be within certain ranges (e.g., within three or four standard deviations (σ ) of the range implied by combining specified values of the intervening parameters; see Sect. 2.2.3), and multi-bond virtual dihedrals C5 -C4 -C1 -N1/9 and O3 -C3 -C1 -N1/9 should be within certain ranges (see Sect.
2.2.3).
INRANGE_SB: In the sugars on the backbone, bond length C4 -C3 and bond angles C5 -C4 -C3 and C4 -C3 -O3 in each nucleotide should be within the specified ranges.
INRANGE_SS: Where the sugars meet the base, bond lengths O4 -C1 and C2 -C1 and bond angles C4 -O4 -C1 , O4 -C1 -C2 , C1 -C2 -C3 , O4 -C1 -N1/9, and C2 -C1 -N1/9 should be within the specified ranges.
Our method applies these criteria in three steps: building backbone segments, building sugar geometry, and combining/clustering.
Step 1: building backbone segments
In the first step, we sample positions of five outer atoms in the dinucleotide backbone (O5 , C5 & C4 in supplementary segment 1, and O3 & C3 in supplementary segment 2) by changing dihedral angles, and use forward kinematics to calculate allowable positions of these atoms. Given fixed phosphorus positions and the bond lengths and angles, we first calculate allowable positions of those five atoms and evaluate them using criterion INRANGE_BB, which relates them to the anchored atoms C1 and N1/9. To calculate the possible positions of atom C4 in supplementary segment 1, for example, with given positions of atoms P, O5 and C5 , we rotate C4 around bond O5 -C5 (i.e., rotate dihedral angle β). In the current implementation, we begin with a coarse rotation in steps of 5 • (default), followed by a finer rotation with default value of 1 • in a ±2 • span.
After calculating the allowed positions of atoms in the two supplementary segments, we calculate allowed positions of atoms C3 , O3 , O5 , C5 , C4 in the main segment and evaluate them using criteria INRANGE_BB, INRANGE_SB, and NOCLASH_M. The positions of atoms O5 and O3 are calculated from the anchored phosphorus by sampling three Euler angles, which represent the rotation of a 3D object by the angles of rotation around three chosen axes. This ensures that O5 and O3 are sampled from a sphere centered at P with angle O5 -P-O3 fixed. The positions of atoms C5 , C4 , and C3 are calculated from the positions of O5 and O3 and the relevant bond and dihedral angles.
Step 2: building sugar geometry
In the second step, we construct the two sugars in the suite from the coordinates of the two sextuples (C5 , C4 , C3 , O3 , C1 , N1/9) around them-these are the atoms in the three bonds that join a sugar to the rest of the structure. The first sextuple has C5 and C4 from supplementary segment 1 and C3 and O3 from the main segment. The second sextuple has C5 and C4 from the main segment and C3 and O3 from supplementary segment 2. The positions of atoms C1 and N1/9 are anchored. We generate allowable sextuples by evaluating the combinations of main segment and two supplementary segments using criterion INRANGE_SB. For each allowable sextuple, we calculate the positions of atoms O1P, O2P, 1H5 and 2H5 in the main segment and evaluate them using criterion NOCLASH_M.
For each sextuple, we first calculate positions of O4 and C2 separately by varying the bond angles C5 -C4 -O4 , C3 -C4 -O4 , O3 -C3 -C2 and C4 -C3 -C2 within three standard deviations of canonical values; note that canonical bond angles for the sugars differ slightly between C3 and C2 ring puckers. The positions of O4 and C2 are chosen to satisfy criteria INRANGE_SS and NOCLASH_S.
Next, for each position of C2 , we choose a position of O4 so that the sugar pucker constructed satisfies criterion PUCKERTYPE. Finally, we calculate the positions of O2 and hydrogens H1 , 1H2 , 2HO , H3 and H4 and evaluate them by criterion NOCLASH_S. To calculate O2 , we vary bond angles C3 -C2 -O2 and C1 -C2 -O2 in certain ranges. For each sextuple, we output only one sugar that satisfies criteria INRANGE_SS, NOCLASH_S, and PUCKERTYPE.
Step 3: combining/clustering
In the third step, after obtaining suite conformations (including two sugars for each suite) that satisfy all the criteria, we cluster similar conformations and output them. The basic idea is that two conformations are considered equivalent if the sum of the absolute differences of the corresponding dihedrals is less than a threshold value. The user can output all inequivalent conformations, or choose that these conformations may be further clustered or sampled.
Summing of the absolute differences of all dihedrals might either cluster dissimilar conformations or generate too many conformations; therefore we split the dihedrals into five groups:
1. angles ζ , α and β for O5 , C5 and C4 of supplementary segment 1, 2. angles ζ and α for O3 and C3 of supplementary segment 2, 3. three Euler angles for positions O3 and O5 in the main segment, 4. angle ζ for C3 in the main segment, and 5. angles α and β for C5 and C4 in the main segment. We assign a threshold value for each group sum: two conformations are considered equivalent if and only if the sums of the angle differences for all five groups are less than the corresponding threshold values. As an approximation (since the effects of different angles are not equivalent) we use 6 • for group 4, 11 • for the two-angle groups 2 and 5, and 14 • for the three-angle groups 1 and 3. In practice, we found these threshold values are small enough to generate all distinct conformations and large enough for avoiding similar conformations.
Output conformations are named with a character or number for each of the seven dihedral angles in the suite, by the system of [44] , where p, t, and m stand for gauche+, trans, and gauche−. For example, A-form helical conformation is named 3 emmtp3 . A hash table is used to assign these names from the specific angle values, while an angle outside of the defined allowable ranges is denoted by "X". A full seven-angle conformation can be compared to recognized RNA backbone "rotamers" [44] , but that comparison set will be revised when consensus backbone conformers are defined by the RNA Ontology Consortium [33] .
Implementation
The program RNABC (RNA Backbone Correction) implements our method in C++, producing a list of names and dihedrals for the proposed alternative conformations, kinemage display files [52] , and backbone coordinates in PDB format.
User-specifiable parameters
Currently, each command line invocation of RNABC works on one specified suite. We provide a broad set of parameters, all with defaults but with the option of user specification. For example, sugar-pucker type or method is often set, geometrical parameters specified, or tolerances broadened. Table 1 shows some of the parameters that users can change by flags on the command line. (A fuller listing of flags, syntax, and choices is given by typing RNABC -help.)
Output
For each run on a specified RNA suite, RNABC outputs a single text file containing both coordinates and kinemage graphics for zero (if no trials were successful) to ten (the default maximum) new alternative conformations that satisfy the specified steric clash and covalent geometry conditions. The first half The overlap distance considered a steric clash, default = 0.4 Å; 0.5 Å is a more permissive option -WITHINCHAIN Check collisions only with atoms on the local chain -CONFORM
The maximum number of conformations to be output (default = 10), or specifies method to choose output conformations by allowed angle ranges or by distance to preferred backbone conformers of the file consists of PDB-format coordinates for each output conformation (with its name and dihedral-angle values), while the second half is readable by the Mage and KiNG kinemage viewers [15, 52] for 3D display of the original and new conformations. Mage and KiNG can ignore the first half of the file, and do not need it to have a specific extension (e.g., *.kin). Mage (C) and KiNG (Java), available at http://kinemage.biochem.duke.edu, are open-source software for multi-platform display and modeling of molecules. Both can display RNABC output, along with electron density maps and MolProbity validation kinemages of the original structure. Mage can build a dockable dinucleotide with adjustable backbone rotamers, if further fitting is desired. KiNG reads more map formats, recontours and moves in them in real time, and can be used on-line in the MolProbity service of the above web site, by reading in the RNABC output file and the user's electron density map (or fetching a map from the Electron Density Server at http://eds.bmc.uu.se/eds/ [29] ). When the user has selected a preferred new conformation, the corresponding coordinates can then be cut-and-pasted from the RNABC output file into the PDB file for the overall structure, for submission to further crystallographic refinement.
Early rejection
Although forward kinematics generates each segment conformation quickly, sampling many configurations to find segments that satisfy closure constraints can make this method slow. For example, in the first step, in order to calculate the positions of C4 in the main segment, we need to calculate the positions of O5 and C5 first. The positions of O5 are decided by three Euler angles, and the positions of C5 and C4 are decided by dihedrals α and β. Even with a coarse sampling of angles, every 5 • , the total of possible positions for C4 can be (360/5) 5 > 10 9 . Next we describe the improvements we have made for acceleration.
We chose most of our criteria to be able to reject supplementary segments, main segment and sugar puckers that contain disallowed atom positions as soon as these are calculated. For example, for the supplementary segment P-O3 -C3 in residue 2, after calculating a position of O3 , we check the distance from O3 to C1 . If the distance is not within a valid range, we reject O3 and need not calculate C3 .
For the criterion INRANGE_BB, the distances C5 -C1 , C4 -N1/9, O3 -C1 and C3 -N1/9 depend on the angles C5 -C4 -C1 , C4 -C1 -N1/9, O3 -C3 -C1 and C3 -C1 -N1/9. These angles depend on the pucker state of the sugars and cannot be obtained directly from the other bond lengths and angles. Also we introduce two dihedral angles C5 -C4 -C1 -N1/9 and O3 -C3 -C1 -N1/9, which are used to reject disallowed sugar poses, because the distance and angle criteria allow symmetric sugar poses but the β-D-ribose sugar in RNA has a fixed chirality at the C1 atom. To obtain these angles, we construct sugars from the given bond lengths and angles, then measure the range of these angles before we compute conformations for the dinucleotide. The construction takes a little extra time but we can obtain accurate ranges of these angles and reject configurations with disallowed positions for atoms O5 , C5 , C4 , C3 , and O3 .
Early rejection prevents disallowed positions for most backbone atoms. Table 2 shows a typical example, listing the numbers of possible and allowed positions for suite 32 (residue 31 and 32) of tr0002/1EVV using the default coarse and fine rotation angles 5 • and 1 • , and with ±3 standard deviations for each canonical bond length and angle, In the coarse step, early rejection can reduce the total calculations by a factor 3.2×10 6 , while in the fine step, early rejection can reduce the total calculations by a further factor of 45.
Fast rejections of disallowed angle-dependent positions
There are two ways in which we construct atom positions from angles. In step 2, constructing the sugar for sextuple (C5 , C4 , C3 , O3 , C1 , N1/9), we calculate the positions of O4 , C2 and O2 in the configuration of Fig. 4 :
Given an origin O, coordinates of atoms A, B, and ranges for angles AOC and BOC, the possible positions of atom C lie on the sphere with radius |C| in a patch bounded by four planes that satisfy
A · C = |A||C|cos( AOC), and B · C = |B||C|cos( BOC).
Each equation defines a range of planes containing origin O with the constraints of AOC and BOC; the atom C lies where their intersection line pierces the sphere and is above the plane of AOB.
Similarly, hydrogen atoms H1 , 1H2 , H3 and H4 form tetrahedral conformations with three heavy atoms, one of which has a four-arc region as in Fig. 4 . Given an origin O and coordinates A, B, C, the atom D in tetrahedral conformation lies at distance |D| along the vector −(A/|A|+B/|B|+C/|C|); if C is confined to a four-arc region, then so is D.
In RNABC, we sample angles AOC and BOC by integer multiples of their standard deviations from their original values, because this gives a sufficiently dense set of possible positions of atom C. 6 In a, the whole region is eliminated by one criterion, while in b and c, each criterion eliminates half of the region, and their combination eliminates the whole of C are allowed by NOCLASH_S, the four-arc region can be approximated by a quadrilateral: for typical bond length 1.5 Å, standard deviation = 1.5 • , and ±4 standard deviations, the maximum error is < 0.01 Å.
During the calculations of the sugar, the positions of O4 and C2 may be rejected by the criteria INRANGE_SS and NOCLASH_S. We do not know if a sugar is allowable until we calculate the positions of some or all of these atoms (including H1 and 2HO ). If all positions of one atom or the combination of positions of several atoms are disallowed, we try the next sextuple (C5 , C4 , C3 , O3 , C1 , N1/9) until we find an allowable sugar. If we find an allowable sugar, we can cluster the conformations and avoid calculating similar sextuples, but if we fail, we may try to construct the sugar again and again since we don't know which sextuple could construct an allowable sugar beforehand.
The calculations can be accelerated if we can check and reject four corners of the four-arc regions of atoms O4 , H4 , C2 , H3 , O2 and 1H2 (see Fig. 5 ) before we calculate and check all the possible positions within these regions. As all the criteria for distances, angles (or cosine values of angles) and steric clashes (measured by the distances between two atoms) are linear, we found it sufficient to test the corners of four-arc regions, eliminating those where all four corners are disallowed by some criterion, or where two criteria combine to eliminate a pair of triangles that cover the quadrilateral (see Fig. 6 ). In Fig. 5 only two adjacent corners of the four-arc region are disallowed; our program does not combine this case with others. For the example of Sect. 2.2.3, the total calls to calculate atoms O4 , C2 and O2 were 5,532,265 before and 984,696 after this optimization, and the total calls to calculate H1 , 1H2 , H3 and H4 were 422,720 before and 287,034 after, so we reduce the calls by 82 and 32%. In our experiments, we did not reject any allowable atom positions by these tests. Table 3 ), which exemplify three types of collisions that RNABC can resolve: (a) sugar clashes with base, (b) backbone clashes with base, and (c) sugar/backbone clashes with sugar/backbone. We report running times and number of conformations for three standard deviation ranges (±3, ±4 and ±5σ ) for all bond lengths and angles.
As we can see from the data, the optimizations described in Sect. 2.2.4 make the program two to nine times faster. Larger standard deviation ranges increase the running time because the numbers of sextuples (C5 , C4 , C3 , O3 , C1 , N1/9) increase. Collision case (a) takes more time than cases (b) or (c) because there is a steric clash of 1H2 in the first residue with the second base, and we cannot know whether the position of 1H2 is allowed until we have calculated the positions of O4 , C2 and O2 . Still, we see significant improvement of performance even in case (a).
Methods for the practical tests
Coordinate files were downloaded either from the NDB (Nucleic acid Data Base [6] ) or the PDB (Protein Data Bank [7] ). In the text, files are described by both the six-character NDB code and the four-character PDB code (e.g., rr0082/1S72); here we list them by NDB code, for brevity, giving only the changing final number for codes with the same starting characters. Hydrogen atoms were added and optimized by Reduce [68] . Residue numbers for S-motifs were obtained from the SCOR database [30] . Problem suites were identified in the MolProbity web service [15] as having suspect sugar puckers or serious all-atom clashes. Bond length and angle deviations were checked within RNABC. We define an all-atom steric clash when the distance of two atoms i and j (including hydrogens; i and j > three bonds apart) is less then vdw i + vdw j − 0.4 Å, where vdw i is the van der Waals radius for atom i from Probe [67] . Bad geometry is defined as a bond length or angle >4 standard deviations away from canonical value [50] .
The all-atom contact dots shown in Figs. 1, 8 , and 9 were calculated by Probe on the MolProbity web service. A 0.25 Å radius probe sphere is rolled over the van der Waals surface of each atom, leaving a contact dot only when the probe touches another not-covalently bonded atom. The dots are colored by the local gap width between the two atoms: blue when near maximum 0.5 Å separation, shading to bright green near perfect van der Waals contact (0 Å gap). When suitable H-bond donor and acceptor atoms overlap, the dots are shown in pale green, forming lens or pillow shapes. When incompatible atoms interpenetrate, their overlap is emphasized with spikes instead of dots, and with colors ranging from yellow for negligible overlaps to hot pink for serious clash overlaps >0.4 Å.
RNABC was run on each problem suite, first with default parameter choices (see Table 1 ). If RNABC failed to find an allowable output conformation at that level, it was rerun with -PARAMETER7 (trying all three geometry references: canonical, original, and the average) and -SIG4 allowable deviations. In the second test, adjacent suites were also run and their results combined, and explicit sugar puckers sometimes specified if needed. If RNABC still produced no output conformations, that example was considered a failure. Table 4 gives sample command lines used at each level of trial and the number of suites in test two that first gave output conformations at each level.
The output conformations (see Sect. 2.2.2) were visualized in KiNG [15] , along with a MolProbity multi-criterion kinemage of the starting structure and 
Note that pucker parameter can be -PUCKER3-3, 3-2, 2-2, or 2-3 2F obs −F calc electron density maps from the EDS server [29] , if structure factors had been deposited. Conformations were discarded if they were very close to the original or if they were clearly a poorer fit to the electron density. For numerical analysis, Excel spreadsheets were populated with data on initial conformations and their indiscretions, RNABC run parameters, and output conformations, including dihedral values and pucker parameters from Dang [66] . For Figs. 8, 9 , and 10, the selected output coordinates were edited into the PDB file and a new all-atom contact kinemage produced in MolProbity and displayed in KiNG. Such comparison kinemages were used in the second test to judge the level of improvement over the original structure (e.g., quantitative changes in clashes or hydrogen bonding). Any suggested conformations remaining after all these filtering steps were considered reliable options for improving the structure.
Results and discussion

Removing clashes in many similar S-motif structures
The S-motif (or sarcin-, S-turn-, bulged G-, or loop E-motif) is a distinctive and highly structured internal loop within an A-form RNA double helix, especially common in ribosomal RNAs; an example is shown in Fig. 7 . It includes several non-canonical base pairs and a base triple, and the backbone forms a pronounced S-shape on the primary strand and a small dent and a stack switch on the secondary strand. The S-motif is named for its occurrence in loop E of the 5S ribosomal RNA and especially in the highly conserved sarcin/ricin loop of the large ribosomal subunit, which binds essential translation factors. Toxins like sarcin, ricin, and restrictocin inactivate ribosomes by cleaving the sarcin loop; the S-motif is at the toxin binding site. Classic S-motifs and variants also occur elsewhere in ribosomal and other RNAs, so there are many similar but not identical examples in the structural database, including a few at very high resolution (e.g., ur0035/1Q9A at 1.04 Å resolution [13] shown in Fig. 2a) .
One hundred and two S-motifs in 42 crystal structures are listed by the SCOR database of RNA motifs [30] . One S-motif (ur0002/430D a8-a12) has a steric Fig. 7 S-motif 587-589 in rr0082/1S72; primary strand (front) has black backbone and blue bases. Gold P-atom balls mark the three-suite, "S"-shaped region studied, but this example was clash-free and thus refit was unnecessary (a) before reconstruction (b) refit by hand (c) refit by RNABC. clash between the residue 12 C1 , whose position is held fixed by RNABC, and an out-of-suite N6 on residue 20, and was removed from the test set. We studied the three distinctive non-A-form suites on the primary strand. The sugar puckers are typically C3 -C2 for the first suite, C2 -C2 for the second, and C2 -C3 for the third. The backbone conformations differ in each suite; they are not easy to fit accurately, so they often show serious steric clashes and sometimes deviant geometry-out of 101 S-motifs, all but 13 contain either steric clashes or bad geometry, as defined in Sect. 2.4-making this dataset suitable for testing RNABC.
For the above 88 S-motifs, we ran RNABC on the suites containing either steric clashes or bad geometry, specifying clash-free output within ±4 standard deviations of canonical parameters. For example, for the S-motif with primarystrand residues 76-79 in chain 9 of rr0082/1S72 (5S ribosomal RNA) which is shown in Fig. 8 , residues 76 and 77 contain steric clashes so we ran RNABC Table 5 Performance on removing steric clashes and bad geometry for the 101 S-motifs on suites 76-77 and 77-78, but not on suite 78-79. Table 5 summarizes the results. Although adjusting neighboring suites can help in difficult cases, we have confined ourselves in this test to running only the suites with clashes.
For the 101 original S-motifs, 84 have at least one steric clash, and RNABC proposes at least one clash-free conformation for 71 of those (85%). In the 33 S-motifs with bad geometry, RNABC found conformations with good geometry for 30 of them (91%).
Electron density was available for 30 of the 42 structures (71 of the 101 S-motifs). The output conformations were checked for acceptable fit to the electron density where available (e.g., Fig. 10 ), and two S-motif outputs were rejected at this stage. Combining both criteria, the overall success rate on this first test was 72 good new proposed conformations out of the 88 S-motifs originally having problems (82%). As an example of what can be accomplished, the RNABC refit shown in Fig. 8c is very similar to the hand refit in Fig. 8b , but took significantly less time and expertise.
Conformations: improving many dissimilar problem suites
Having shown the consistent usefulness of RNABC in correcting a specific backbone motif, a second test was conducted to determine the program's ability to handle severe local problems in a variety of contexts. A set of 25 diverse structures were chosen from the RNA database of [44] , with representatives ranging from simple duplex RNA to the ribosomal subunits and tRNAs. For each of these structures, we used MolProbity and KiNG to identify suites with especially bad clashes and sugar-pucker outliers. RNABC was run on those suites, as well as suites immediately before and after. If an RNABC run with default parameters failed to yield results, parameters were relaxed in a sequential manner, ensuring that new conformations were found whenever feasible (see Sect. 2.4).
RNABC suggested new conformations for 72 of the 154 suites tested. However, eight of these new suites were later rejected (see below), three due to remaining steric overlaps and/or sugar pucker outliers, two because of poor fit to the electron density, and three for both of those reasons. Thus, RNABC produced new clash-free conformations and/or better sugar puckers, with satisfactory geometry and density fit, for 64 of the 154 suites tested (42%); 19 of those successes were obtained with default parameters. Table 6 shows the most common problems identified among the original 72 suites, along with how well RNABC improved them. A given suite may have multiple problems, which are categorized into steric clashes (separated by specific pairs of clashing atoms), pucker outliers, and unfavorable ε dihedral values. Pucker and ε dihedral problems often occur together since distortion of ε is often the result of fitting a ribose into the wrong pucker state. RNABC does best at correcting steric clashes, as these were its central design emphasis. It can usually improve and sometimes correct sugar puckers that are misfit as 3 or 4 when they should be 2 , as in the example of Fig. 9 . The "other" puckers are extreme distortions, which the program finds difficult to improve or correct. Each of the bad ε values was related to a bad sugar pucker; RNABC corrects five of them; the 14 ε values that remain unfavorable correspond to 14 sugar puckers that are improved but are not corrected completely. For all but three suites, when RNABC aggravated a problem in one category, it greatly improved the other two categories.
The final filter was to determine for the 10 structures (42 of the 72 suites) that had structure factors available, how well RNABC's proposed new conformations fit into the electron density. Although RNABC currently incorporates no constraints for electron density, the fit improved in almost every case-dramatically for some suites, as depicted in Fig. 10 . Five suites were exceptions; three conformations already targeted for elimination by other geometric offenses and two new cases were found that lay significantly outside the density compared to the initial structure. Thus, 8 of the 72 outputs were rejected by these post filtering steps, with 89% of the suggested suite conformations The original is in black, and the refit in orange; RNABC's conformation, chosen to avoid bad geometry and clashes, also fits the density better deemed acceptable for future refinement. Overall, this test of RNABC on extreme structural deviations had a 42% success rate, with a fairly low rate of false positives.
We close with a look at how many different sets of conformations are output by RNABC, and how different these are from the original structure. In the 235 suites for which RNABC produced output conformations, the output dihedral angles differed from the original by 20 • (±3 • ) RMSD across the six-dihedral sets, with the extremes ranging from 2 • (tiny wiggles) to 100 • (large backbone shifts).
Often a single dihedral undergoes a relatively large change while the other dihedrals adjust slightly to accommodate; sometimes two dihedrals change 30 • -50 • (usually α and γ in the long-recognized "crankshaft" motion). Cases in which three or more dihedrals change more than 35 • were rare. Moreover, 30% of the time RNABC yields two conformations that are different from each other as well (dihedral RMSD > 20 • ); a further 5% yield three or more different conformations. Thus, RNABC is capable of giving the user significantly new and sometimes varied options with which to replace the original local conformation.
Conclusion
RNABC is the first piece of software that aims to correct identified local problems in the backbone conformation of RNA structures. Although its abilities will undoubtedly continue to develop, it has here been shown to produce new clash-free conformations with acceptable geometry for a large fraction of RNA suites with local backbone problems. RNABC is freely available on multiple platforms, straightforward to run, executes quickly, and is now suitable for routine crystallographic use.
Although we have performed our tests on correcting errors in completed structures, we believe that the best way to use RNABC is to incorporate it into the process of crystallographic refinement. By improving the geometry of RNA backbone earlier in the process of refinement and rebuilding, one can hope to improve the phases and map clarity at the next iteration, as has been done very successfully for protein backbone and sidechains [3] .
Sometimes RNABC fails to produce a permissible conformation and there is no guarantee that its output will always include the optimally correct answer. However, it seems highly probable that on-line diagnosis in the MolProbity validation site followed by RNABC calculations and then re-refinement could significantly improve backbone conformation in almost any RNA crystal structure. These changes are often sufficiently large, and in sufficiently critical positions, that they would affect structure/function conclusions about biologically important RNA molecules.
Future work
We plan to enhance the RNABC procedure in three major ways. The first addition is to incorporate both real-space measures of electron-density fit and also uni-and multi-dimensional dihedral-angle preferences. These would guide algorithms for small movements of the anchored atoms and provide scores for evaluating, clustering, and pruning the output conformations. The second addition is an empirical study of the patterns of shifted phosphate and base positions caused by know misfittings, in order to suggest efficient small shifts by the RNABC algorithms. The third addition is to follow the initial forwardkinematics step (which ensures thorough coverage of the conformational possibilities) with a step of cyclic coordinate descent [10] or of simple minimization of an overall scoring function, to optimize between points in the search grid. This should improve the contrast between acceptable and excellent alternatives. These changes would allow the few critical atom positions and bond angles to be tightly restrained rather than completely fixed, which should greatly improve the ability to discover correct solutions from badly deviant starting conformations.
Although expert crystallographic evaluation will always be the final arbiter for which, if any, of the RNABC output conformations should be adopted, the provision of more extensive scoring information by the program will make that process more user friendly. Finally, both current and enhanced structureimprovement proposals from RNABC will be tested by our own and collaborative re-refinements of RNA crystal structures.
